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5th StAGE OF DEVELOPMENt - PLAYERS AGE 15-18 YEARS

DutcH passing patterns
StAGES COVERED BY ACtIVItY 
Stages 3, 4 & 5 - 9-18 year old players

thEMES & COMPEtENCIES
Theme: 

 + Advanced technical training and 
fitness.

 + Team possession with purpose.

Competencies: 
 + Anaerobic endurance training.
 + Receiving with feet.
 + Passing over short and medium 
distances.

 + Passing techniques - chip, lofted, 
driven and swerve.

 + Mental conditioning - decision making 
and speed of play.

 + Support with and without the ball.

WhY USE It
Teach players to play with refined 
technique at speed and think in terms of 
pattern play.

SEt UP
12x20 to a 20x20 yard grid.  5 players – 1 
player starts in each corner and a target 
player starts in the center.

hOW tO PLAY
Player 1 passes along the side line to 
player 2.  2 opens his/her body, receives 
and passes in 2 touches to the target 
player 3 in the center.  Player 3 must 
check away and then meet the ball.   
Player 3 turns and passes to either corner 
at the other end of the grid.     Critically, 
player 3 runs in the other direction 
from the pass.  Seeing the target player 
running towards him/her, the corner 
player now exchanges position and 
becomes a new center player.  As the 
exchange occurs, the player receiving the 
pass from the target player passes along 
the sideline to the other corner player.  
Now the pattern repeated.

COAChING NOtES
 + Objectives: How quickly can the 
players work while still playing with 
proper technique?

 + Tip: Which foot is correct to play a pass 
to the target?  Playing with and to the 
correct foot adds speed.

 + Adaptations: Add a second target 
player.  Target players split to create 
space and the pass from the end line 
is to the furthest player.

 + Add a second central player 
 + Note the extra pass and the rotation pattern - ball played to furthest target first and lay off.
 + The central player passing the ball rotates changes and the other player stays.

 + Add a central, passive defender and change defender every couple of minutes
 + The central players play around the defender and use a 1-2 to beat the defender.

 + Start with a with pass along end line and a second pass to the checking target player.
 + Work with the target to turn with minimal touches and use different moves and body positions.
 + The target passes to far end of grid before changing positions in the opposite direction.
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